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INTRODUCTION

In the past 15 years, the properties of dielectrics in the

microwave band of frequencies have been increasingly explored.

The property most often studied is the complex dielectric con-

stant of the particular material.

The methods used to determine the complex dielectric con-

stant may be broadly divided into two categories:

(a) The reflection from a surface of the dielec-

tric enclosed in a section of wave guide.

(b) The change in Q and resonant frequency of a

resonant cavity resulting from the introduction of a

dielectric sample into the cavity.

Some of the original work in this field was done by Roberta

and von Hippel (1) who adapted a cylindrical wave guide for

their measurements. These experiments were successful in ob-

taining the complex dielectric constant by examining the reflec-

tion from a liquid dielectric in the wave guide.

Althoxigh Roberts and von Hippel presented the original

formulaticm, there have been many subsequent variations and re-

finements. Most of the later works were aimed at either simpli-

fying the mathematical calculations or improving the experi-

mental procedure (2), (3), (4), (5). A method utilising the

resonant cavity with procedures for a wide range of frequencies

has been published by Jackson and Powles (6).

When these dielectrics are subjected to high-frequency elec-

tromagnetic radiation, the polarization process may exhibit a
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definite tendency to lag the applied field due to the extreme

rapidity of the applied oaclllatlon. This difference In phaae

la generally referred to as relaxation.

The complete polarization effect la a composite of four

distinct proceaaea:

(a) Electronic polarization consists of the small

displaoenent of the electrons with respect to the nu-

cleus. This is an extremely fast proceas, requiring on

the order to 10"^^ seconds to reach equilibrium.

(b) Entire atcnas may each experience a small dis-

placement with respect to each other, known as atomic

polarixation. This is only a very small effect and has

an equlllbrixim time of approximately 10-12 to 10""!*

••oonds.

(c) Ionic crystals may exhibit a small amount of

polarisation, due to displacement of the lattice lona,

with a time of about 10-12 seccaids.

(d) The polarisation resulting from the orientation

of permanent dlpoles may have various equilibrium times

depending on the state of the material. For a gaa, this

time la approximately 10" 12 aeconds, for small molecules

of low viscosity the time is from 10"^^ to 10"^1 seconds,

for heavy viscous liquids it increaaes to about 10"^

seconds, and on the order of minutes for some solids.

Since the period of a microwave oscillator is on the order

of 10-10 seconds, a liquid dielectric, under the Influence of

microwave radiation, will show an appreciable effect resulting



from permanent dlpole polarization. Debye (6) developed th«

original theory ahowlnf: the functional relationship for the com-

plex dielectric constant, permanent dlpole moment, and relaxa-

tion time.

Th» nethod described In this paper Is •aaentlally a varia-

tion of the theory of Roberta and von Hlppel in an effort to

minimize the assvtmptions necessary for a numerical solution of

the problem and to keep the theory as general as possible. Using

computed values of the complex dielectric constant, the dlpole

moment and relaxation time may be computed for a liquid, polar

dielectric.

THEORY

Complex Dielectric Constant

In general the dielectric constant of a material medium is

defined by the ratio of the capacitances of a capacitor with the

plates separated by vacuum to the capacitance with some dielec-

tric medium separating the plates.

^vac €.

^dielectric ^o

This results in the dielectric constant being equal to the rela-

tive permittivity of the medium (where C is the permittivity of

the medium and 6.q is the permittivity of vacuum). The above

definition holds for a constant electric field in the medium or



for a time varying electric field with a low frequency^ of oscil-

lation if £ is corrected for the possibility of ohrnlc conduction

through the dielectric.

If an oscillating electric field is applied to the dielec-

tric with a frequency in the megacycle range, the molecular

orientation may begin to lag the applied field, thus acquiring

an electric field component which is out of phase with the ap-

plied signal. This is known as relaxation and will appear as

energy di8sipatic»i within the dielectric.

In terms of current through the capacitor, the regular

oapacitive current will lag by 90 degrees the applied voltage*

Hepreaenting thia In the complex plane,

I « iu t'CoV (2)

where Cq is the capacitance assuming no loss, V is the applied

voltage of angular frequency w, and 6
' the ideal permittivity

(no loss). The dissipatlve term due to relaxation and any

actual conduction through the dielectric will be in phase with

the voltage and can be represented as

I' « G V (3)

The total current can then be written as

G
It = I + I' « (lo> £' + —) CqV (4)

Co

By defining a complex permittivity 6,'^ » 6' - 16*', the total

current may be represented in terms of this complex quantity by

lip « (ici) £' « 6")CoV « iw €» CqV (4a)

^Frequencies on the order of kilocycles per second.



Thus € ' Is a measure of the normal capacltlve current and £"

the dissipation, or ohmic current. This definition of the can-

plex permittivity permits the use of the normal foznn of the

equations with the replacement of €. by £'^ to recognize the pos-

sibility of dissipation within the dielectric. The dissipation

is usually designated by the loss tangent, tan o, defined by

6"
tan S = -r- (6)

t »

Following the above reasoning, one defines the complex

dielectric constant as

k" * k' - 1 k" (6)

Propagation In a Dlelectrlo-fllled ^ave Guide

Assuming that the x direction is the direction of propaga-

tion of electromagnetic radiation, the electric and magnetic

field vectors must satisfy the wave equations

V^E^e^-.^--^ (7)

2 .»
^^ SV H«€^X'-r-^ (7a)

where the complex permittivity and permeability have been used

to account for high-frequency i»p.diatlon. These equations have

well known solutions for E and H in free space:

E.Eoe*"*-^l« "
~H . H,.^"'^-!' (8)

with Eq and Hq being the amplitude factors.

To apply these results to the radiation In a rectangular



wave guide, the solutions to the wave equations are assumed to

b«

S « Eo(y. z)^^''^ -<^1'* H . H^(y, E),l<-* -^l'^ (9)

The quantity If-^* is the propagation factor for the electrozoag-

netic waTes in an air-filled wave guide as contrasted to JT^^*

the propagation factor in free space. In solving the free space

radiation problem, the propagation factor 1.^ found to be

^1 « 1 0) fe^oij (10)

which may be introduced into the wave guide equations such that

E and H may be functions of ^j^' and ^.

The assiamed solutions must not only satisfy the wave equa-

tions but also the boundary conditions Imposed by the conducting

walls of the wave guide. The electric field must have no tan-

gential component at the walls and the magnetic field should be

parallel to the walls at the boundaries. Subjected to these

conditions, the expressions for all the components of E and H

Bay be obtained.

The quantity of major Interest, however » is the propagation

factor which determines the characteristics of propagation in

the wave guide. Carrying out the solution of the wave equations,

one is led to an expression

where a and b are the cross -sectional dimensions of the wave

guide, and m and n are integers arising from the application of

the boundary conditions. Recalling the value of If^.
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'nrr

\^ I
*

Vb
(12)3^1 • « i/(£\^"-)o)2 -

If /^> were reel, the term e^^l'* would be only an exponential

increase or decrease and would not correspond to a propagation

term. Therefore Oj,* must be either complex or imaginary, which

imposes the condition on o) that

6) 7^

^a / U / J
(13)

Thus there is a minimum frequency allowed for propagation in

any particular wave guide and it is called the "cut-off fre-

quency" denoted by fg. _^_

'c

2Tr

(14)
OV^*^ \\2bI Ub>

The above equations have all been derived for the case of

n air-filled rectangular wave guide, but they may be general-

ized to include a dielectric-filled wave guide by merely using

the values for £,** and ^"'^ appropriate to the dielectric. With

this in mind, the above equations are true for any medium in a

rectangular wave guide.

1
Since .

.

. , is the phase velocity of the wave in the

dium described by £. and yC^,

yr^.'M.^-
=

m rt ^ o

T Ag / 2a 2b
(15)

where Xc ^^ *^ cut-off wavelength. It will be noticed that

although the cut-off frequency is a functicm of the medium

through which the wave is traveling, the cut-off wavelength is
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a function of the ««• guide dlioenslons only.

When £2*» •^2^» '^^ ^2* represent the parameters of a

dlelectrlc-fllled wave guide, equation (11) may be solved for

^2^^'^2-^

- h''
(16)

2Tr (--)
A:

where v » velocity in free jpace and ^f is the free space wave-

length. Assuming a non-magnetic medium,

^_^ y^ /I? .2

£2» 4tT2 w 4Tr2

(17)

Af/ Uc/ \AxV

where /.j^' is the wavelength in an air-filled wave guide.

The notation that has been introduced here will be carried

throughout the paper:

Subscript 1 indicates a quantity In air (or vacuum).

Subscript 2 Indicates a quantity in the dielectric.

The primes on the quantities \ ' and ^' indicate they are

describing conditl(»is inside the wave guide in contrast to their

free space counterparts A and o »

It can be seen from the above equation that one may calcu-

late the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric constant

once the complete propagation factor is knovm, since the cut-off

wavelength (Ag) and the alr-fllled guide wavelength are easily

•aaured quantities. It will be shown in the next section that



(^2') Is a complex quantity, aa Indeed It muat be to give a com-

plete aolutlon to the problem.

It should be noted here that the Integers m and n, which

result from the Introduction of boundary conditions, actually

denote the mode of propagation in the wave guide. The integer

m specifies the number of half-wave forms on side a, of the wave

guide, and n the number of half-wave forms on the side b^. The

most common mode is one in liiich the electric field Is perpen-

dicular to the direction of propagation and is called transverse

electric wave (abbreviated TE^gf^). This development uses the

lowest order wave in which m » 1 and n « and is denoted TE^q*

Inqpedance Equations

Referring to Plate I, it will be seen that because of re-

flections at the interface and the short circuit, there will be

standing waves in media 1 and 2. The electric and magnetic vec-

tors of the standing waves in medium 1 may be represented as

-1 Soi ^« ^0 ' ^ '

Si » lioi (e^"* - '^l'* - ro e^"* * ^l'^) (18«)

where Tq denotes the reflection coefficient at the dielectric

interface. The intrinsic impedance of the wave guide (Z^) is

defined aa

^01
Zi » (19)

^1

^intzon, Edward L. Microwave Measurements, MeGraw-Kill
Book Company, 1957, page 486-489.
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The impedance Z at any point in the guide is Ei/Hi. Z(0) is

known as the terminating impedance of medium 1 and is given by

E,{0) f^ * ^o\
Z(0) « J: « Z, 1 (20)

Hi{0) •'Vl-ro/

The reflection coefficient Vq is, in general, complex and may

be written as

ro . e-2J2^ « e-<2A i2 f) ^gl)

Combining these two equations,

e^ 4- e-^ tanh /^ ~ i cot f
Z{0) « Zi —, a Z, (22)

e^ - e-^ 1 - i tanh /^cot f

Referring again to the propagation factor ^2.^, it can b« written

ss a complex number (OC^^ ^ i p^) where it can be seen fron the

wave function that (K^. represents the attenuation factor and /9^

the phase factor. The quantity /9^ is defined in the usual way.

For an air-filled wave guide there is negligible attenua-

tion. Thus the maximum and mlnimiim values of E may be deter-

mined.

Emax- Eo<l + I'oO

^in = %(! - (rol)
^^*^

Emm (1 - |ro() 1 - e-2/^
o «, » tanh r (24a)

Emax (l*(ro.() 1 * e'SP

It can also be shown that

cot ^ « tan(/6'^ Xq) (24b)

where Xq is the distance from the Interface to the first minimum

of S in the air -filled guide.
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Using thttse results, equation (22) may be re«>expreased as:

^mln

Z(0)
^ax

- i tan A ^0

Efliin tan/^'i xq
1-1

^ax

(25)

The terminating Impedance, Z(0), may also be evaluated In

terms of the parameters of medium 2. Considering the wave In

medium 2,

l2 "
SOS^*^"*^

-^2'(x-d) ^ ^2
^i<-t 4^2'(*-d)j

^26)

H2 - Hoste^"**
-4'U-d) - r2 •^'*^^ +<^2'U-d)j

^ge.)

Since the termination of medium 2 is a metal short, the value

of r2 is -1 and the impedance may again be evaluated at x «

in temns of the intrinsic Impedance Z2 of the dielectrlc-fllled

wave guide, where

Z2
I02

S02

e+<^2d . e-^2d ^ y
2(0) o Zp —« y— ' ^2 tanh^2d (27)

It can be shown that

Zi '^i' - Z2^2' (28)

Therefore by combining equations (25), (27), and (28), the

following equation may be obtained.

^In
- 1 tan f^ 1 Xq

(29)
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air-filled wave guide. Thus ^], « and ^i' * ^ P\*

Solutions to the Impedance Equations

Essentially, equation (29) represents a solution to the

problem, that is, it gives ^^ in terms of ——, ''^\» and xq,
Emax

which can all be measured. Practically, however, this expres-

sion presents difficulties in obtaining a numerical solution

since there is no straight -forward manner in which this type of

equation may be solved. Graphical solutions to the problem were

used in the early development of this work and are still used in

some instances.

The method presented in this paper for the solution of the

above equation will alter the number of unknowns by measuring

^2 experimentally and using this along with the other measured

quantities to determine cx'2*

If /^2 ^8 measured, the value of the radiation wavelength

in the dielectric-filled wave guide (^2*) is determined. The

thickness, d, may then be chosen experimentally as any desired

function of wavelength to simplify the solution of equation (29)

for 1^2 .

Zf d is chosen as some integral multiple of a half wave-
n IT

length, d =
nXg'

^,
, then equation (29) takes the form
8

tanh (^2*^ ** ^'^^^

(oCg +1/^2)

1
i tan/'-'i xq

%ax

1/^1 ^in ^ a1 _ 1 tan Pi xq
%ax

(30)
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For c(aivenlence, let

- i tan Hi Xq

— a A iB (51)

1 > i tan Ai Xq

The hyperbolic function may be expanded In terms of Its real and

imaginary parts as

8lnh(=<"2d)coa nw -f 1 cosh(cx=2d)sln nfr

tanh(oC2d + Irnr) « ___ {32)
cosh(oC2<^^co3 nrr •• i 3inh(oC2d)3ln nw

tanh {<<2^ * ^""^ " tanhoc2d (32a)

Normally, the quantities that were measured were very low loss

materials which permits the simplifying of the equations by neg-

lecting 0C2 In the terra (oCg + ^^^2^* ®^^°* ^2 ^^ °"*°*^ smaller

than /?2* Using these simplifications,

^2
tanh 0^2 ^ ' 7?" (A »• 1 B) (33)

which may be solved directly for 0^2* ^* should be noted, how-

ever, that this approximation la valid only for low loss sub-

stances.

An alternate procedure would be to choose the sample thick-

ness such that

d » (2 n »• 1) ~

—

(34)
4

where n is any integer. The hyperbolic tangent then becoms

tanh

Using this result in equation (29), the general equation for

Tr

0C2 d »• i(2n + 1) -
I

= cothcCg d (36)
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<^2 becomes

(oCg + i/^2J*»^^'^2 ° * ^^l
<1

>

A ••• 1 B
(36)

This equation may be expressed in terms of a power series by

using the power series for tanh ('^2 ^^ which leads to the

equation (for the case when n 0)

^2' °^2 /'^2 1 . /? -„ A2 A> / A
2'

OCr ... ^ i/^z'^Z

, , , SB 1 /^n

- i OCr

4

1

4

(37)
A + i B

This complex equation may be separated by equating its real and

Imaginary parts, thus leading to two equations involving oc^ in

terms of experimentally measured quantities.

OCr
Aj <^o'*/X2

^2^2' 1 f^Z^Z
+ . . . s

B

a2 + B^

.A^ 4- B2

(38)

(sea)

Again, however, the above pair of equations represents use-

ful solutions to 'the problem only when a certain low loss condi-

^2^2
tion is satisfied, that being the quantity (or in general

(2n -f 1)
^2^2'

must be less than tonity. If the material be-

^2 ^2^^
Ing measured is such that \ j is negligible, then either

of the above equations should give a correct result for oCo by

merely solving a quadratic or cubic equation.

Although this solution to the problem remains a low loss
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approximation, it could conceivably solve some problema in whieh

•quation (33) would be useless. For instance, if ^2 "^©r® o"

the order of 0.1 and Ag * * c™* then /Tg would have a value of

1.57 end one would not be justified in neglecting 0^3 in favor

of /^2' Equations (38) or (38a) would, however, be permissible

since ( j would be on the order of 10 ^ and could be

omitted without introducing appreciable error. These two methods

of solution should cover a wide range of samples that are in the

low loss category.

The Complex Debye Equation

In any material in which there are permanent molecular di-

poles it is assumed that the directions of these dipoles are

arranged according to a Boltzman distribution. With this dis-

tribution it can be ahown^ that under the influence of an applied

static electric field, the material will exhibit an average dlpole

moment per molecule of

m = —5 « oCi E (39)
3 KT

where^ is the dipole moment of each molecule, K is Boltzman'

a

constant, and T is the temperature. In degrees Kelvin, of the

dielectric. The constant oCi is then the polarlzablllty of each

molecule due to the permanent dipoles.

^Page, Leigh. Introduction to Theoretical Physics, D. Van
Hostrand Company, 1955, page 393.
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In addition to the polarization of the permanent dipolea,

there la alao an effect due to the dipole moments induced by the

applied electric field. The average moment per molecule for the

induced dlpoles is directly proportional to the applied field

m' = oCq E (40)

vhere o<^q is the polarizablllty for Induced dlpoles.

The relationship for the total polarlsability { oC) of a

material ia given in terms of its dielectric constant by the

well known Moasetti equation,

k - 1 4 Tm oc
s (41)

k •»- 2 3

where n is the number of moleculea per unit volume, and the

total polarizablllty ( oC) is given by the sum of oC^ and ocr2«

The result is the Debye equation for static fields

k - 1 4 wnoCo * '^A^
» + (42)

k -• 2 3 9 KT

As was mentioned earlier, the effects of a static or low-

frequency field are quite different from those produced by a

high-frequency field. The csie change that has been presented

is the replacement of k by k^, Debye^ showed that the mean mo-

lecular moment m, due to permanent dlpoles, also beoame frequency

dependent and expressed the complex molecular moment aa

3 KT(1 -f iu)r)

where r is the relaxation time. The relaxation time is defined

^Smyth, Charles P. Dielectric behavior and structure.
New York, MoOraw-Hlll, 1955:52-59.
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1

as the time required for the molecule to retiirn to - of Its max-
e

Imujn displacement when acted upon by an electric field.

Generalization of equation (42) to include the high-

frequency effects gives

k^^ - 1 4 tmoCo * wn^2

k* + 2 3 9 KT(1 l«r)

As 0) approaches infinity, the second term on the right ap

preaches zero and oCq is given by

4 Tfnoco ^c^ " 1

(44)

(45)
» 1^00+ 2

where k,^^ is the dielectric constant at extremely high frequen-

cies. The final form of the complex Debye equation is

k* - 1 k^ - 1 4 tm ^2
(46)

k* + 2 k^ + 2 9 KT(1 4- iwr)

where k^^^is equal to the square of the index of refraction (N),

maasured at optical frequencies.

It should be noted here that, most generally, equation (46)

is written in the literature with C* in place of k*, and C^^^

in place of k^^, but in either notation the quantities represent

the dielectric constant and not the permittivity.

It can be seen, then, from the Debye equation that if one

has calculated the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric

constant, a good deal of information may be obtained about the

dielectric solution. A separation of real and imaginary parts

of this complex equation yields

(k'^^ k' ^ k"g - 2) n2 . 1 4-2_____ m
^2 ^ ^ 9 KT(1 u2r2)

(47)
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gaid m (48)

(k' + 2)2 + k"2 9 KT(1 + o)2r2)

For simplification let

(k'2 + k' + k''^ - 2) 3 k" n2 - 1

R _ I s P s (49)

(k' + 2)2 + k" (k' -f 2)2 + k"2 n2 + 2

Then dividing equation (48) by (47), the result is

I
as Q r (50)

F - P

Substitution of the value for w r into equation (47) yields the

value for ^^^.M

M^-
9 KT(P - P) .1 +

(51)
4 Tf n

Nodal Shift Determination of Residual VSWR

When two sections of wave guide are joined together by some

mechanical means, it Is quite possible that there is not a per-

fect match betweea the two sections either electrically or

mechanically. This mismatch may cause spurious reflections of

the electromagnetic wave which would cause a small value of the

voltage standing wave ratio (abbreviated VSWR) due to the junc-

tion alone in addition to the VSWF of the particular load being

measured. It would be desirable to be able to Isolate this

residual VSWP from the junction so it could be measured and used

to correct the desired measurements. For this experiment, the

situation was aggravated somewhat by the necessity of having a
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llquld-tlght se&l at the junction between the standing wave de-

tector end dielectric cell which might cause even greater re-

sidual reflections.

A method which has been devised"*- for measiirlng the residual

VSWR Is called the nodal shift method. If a movable shorting

plunger is pieced at the left of the coupling network and a mov-

able probe at the right of the network, with the wave Incident

from the right, then the movable probe will determine the posi-

tion of any chosen electric field minimum. When the plunger is

moved to the left, the particular minimum measured by the probe

will also move to the left. However, the minimum position will

not always move the seme distance as the plunger if there are re-

flections from the coupling network as well as those from the

shorting plunger. Let the distance moved by the plunger be X2

and the distance moved by the minimum position be x^* If the

quantity ( /Uj^ x-^ - ^2 ^2^ ^^ plotted against X2» a sinusoidal

curve will be produced, /^j^ Is the phase factor of the wave

guide In which the probe moves, and /J2 ^^ *^® phase factor of

the wave guide in which the plunger moves. When this curve has

been drawn, let D be twice the amplitude of the curve and the

residual VSWF (denoted by r) Is given by

1 + sin D/2
r a (52)

1 - sin D/2

^intson, Ldward L. Microwave Measiirement, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1957, pages 278-283.
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Calculatl(»i Outline

Th«r« are alght quantities that must be measured experi-

mentally. They are:

1. Inverse standing wave ratio,

2. Wavelength in dielectric-filled"gulde, A.2'

3. Wavelength In air-filled guide, X^. •

(%in

%ax'

4. Distance from interface to first minimuia, xq.
5. Index of refraction of liquid dielectric* N.
6. Temperature, T.

7. Number of polar molecules per unit volume, n*
8* Thickness of dielectric sample, d.

The quantity oCg may be calculated from equation (33),

^2
tanh oCgd =

^x
(A -f IB)

or equation (38a). With the value of oC^* then €3' ^^^ ^2 ^^^

be calculated from the separation of equatim (17) into its real

and imaginary parts.

^2

*^0

^2

1 2 ocg^ - 42

^8'

(

2/"'2

)^ + (.

c

2oC2/^5

A-

^2 ^2
= 1^2"

•c ' '1

Knowing the values of k2' and k2"» the Debye equation may be

used to calculate the dipole moment.

^2 -
9 KT(F - P)

4 tr n
1 + (.

R - P

.)'
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end the relaxation time,

I

r =
a)(R - P)

APPARATUS AND JffiASUREMENTS

General Microwave Circuit

The general microwave circuit consisted of a klystron

oscillator, cylindrical transmission cavity isolator, direc-

tional coupler, standing wave detector, and the dielectric cell

(see Plate II).

A type 2K25 klystron was mounted in a short section of x-

band, wave guide with its energy fed into the circuit by a ver-

tical stub antenna. The antenna was an integral part of the

klystron tube. The klystron was frequency modulated by a saw-

tooth wave form from the sweep voltage of a type 551 Tektronix

duel-beam oscilloscope which was externally triggered by a

10,000-cycle sine wave. The approximate form of this modulator

wave form is shown in Plate II. The klystron was modulated about

a central frequency of 9.349 kilomegacycles through a band width

of 26 megacycles. Therefore the frequencies present at the out-

put of the klystron varied approximately frcan 9.336 to 9.362

kilcHnegacyclea. Since the repeller of the klystron required a

^X-band wave guide has Inside dimensions of approximately
7/8 inch by 3/8 inch and is normally used for transmitting fre-
quencies from 8*2 kilomegacycles to 12.4 kilomegacycles.
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negative bias, the sawtooth voltage from the oscilloscope was

fed through a d-c restorer circuit which gave the sawtooth a

negative d-c level of approximately 210 volts. Adjacent to the

klystron mount was a variable attenuator by which the signal in

the rest of the circuit may be reduced as much aa 20 db.

Coupled directly to the attenuator movint was a cylindrical,

resonant, transmission cavity with one movable wall. The mov-

able wall was attached to a micrometer screw and could be varied

so as to change the resonant fl-equency. The cavity, arranged in

this manner, acted as a very narrow band-paaa filter. Thus the

signal out of the cavity was essentially mcxiochromatio and ap-

peared as one pulse for each complete sweep cycle. This cavity

was calibrated by the National Bureau of Standards so it also

functioned as a fi»equency meter.

The next circuit element was a microwave Isolator. This

is merely a unidirectional transmission line which transmits the

signal easily away from the klystron but blocks any reflected

energy from returning to the source and causing trouble by coup-

ling with the klystron.

Fastened to the Isolator was a two-way directional coupler

which was used to monitor the reflected wave. Since it measures

directly only one component of a standing wave, it disregards

any phase relationship of the two waves and deals only with their

magnitudes. This device does not appreciably alter the field

since the output of the coupler is 20 db below the actual field

Intensity. The particular directional coupler used was con-

structed of slightly larger wave guide (H-band) than the rest of
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the circuit but the connection from this size to x-band was not

difficult.

The major measuring d«vio« of the circuit was the Hewlett-

Packard Model 809B standing wave detector. This piece of appar-

atus consisted of a slotted section of wave guide with a movable

probe designed to move along the slot and sample the electric

field in the wave guide. The probe was inserted into the wave

guide a distance of approximately one millimeter such that it

did not appreciably distort the field pattern. The high-fre-

quency signal fl»om the field was fed through a 1N21 diode acting

as a square-law detector to produce an output in the form of a

pulse whose amplitude was proportional to the square of the

electric field intensity or the power of the wave. This pulse

was fed into a pre-amplifier and a high-gain linear pulse ampli-

fier (a modified A-1 amplifier) and then directly to the oscil-

loscope. Since the osuilloscope was the source of the sweep

modulation signal on the klystron, there was one pulse per sweep

of the electron beam which produced a very good display of the

energy received fi»om the field.

Because the amplifier had a gain on the order of 10^ with

poor overload characteristics, it had a definite tendency to be

easily overdriven. This was an easily recognizable phencwienon

since the oscilloscope trace became highly distorted when this

occurred. The equipment was checked for the region in lAilch the

amplifier was not overdriven and foimd to be linear for this

range. Thus as long as the trace was not distorted, it was as-

sured that the equipment was operating within its range of
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linearity.

Two different dielectric cells were used dxirlng the experi-

ment, each being a section of wave guide fitted with a movable,

short-circuiting plunger. The short-circuiting elements were

thoae removed from Hewlett-Packard X920-A adjustable shorts.

The first cell used was approximately 8 cm long with a plunger

travel of 5 cm. The second cell was approximately 20 cm In

length, with 13 cm of plunger travel. After a short time the

small cell was abandoned completely because it was desirable to

have a long dielectric sample for measuring samples of low loss.

Because all the measurements were to be made with liquid

materials and because the standing wave detector was designed

for horizontal operation, there were only two choices as to the

mounting position of the cell. One possibility was to mount the

cell vertically by placing a 90-degree wave guide section between

th* standing wave detector and the cell. By positioning the cell

In this manner, the liquid would be c<xitalned by the action of

gravity and the cell could remain open to the surface of the

liquid. This method met with two difficulties. First, the in-

terface was not a plane because of the meniscus, and, second,

the Interface was found to change its position due to evapora-

tion. The second possibility was adopted, that of mounting the

dielectric cell approximately horizontal and containing the

liquid at the interface by some sort of window which would not

affect the measurements appreciably. The choice of this window

material will be discussed in detail in the next section.

The mechanism for the movable plunger was placed in the end
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of the cell opposite the window. It was necessary. If mounted

exactly horiBontally, to maintain a liquid-tight seal around the

turning shaft and the other parts making up the adjusting mech-

anism. For ordinary liquids (such as water, or alcohol), a seal

was obtained by merely packing the moving parts with a very stiff

vacuum grease. This permitted a liquid-tight cell along with

easily operated moving parts. However, most materials that were

measured in this experiment were in a benzene solution which was

a very good solvent for this particular grease and for other

sealing substances as well, so the entire microwave assembly was

mounted at an angle of approximately 15 degrees above the hori-

zontal. Then by filling the cell until the liquid level was

just under the moving mechanism, the turning shaft was enabled

to operate above the surface of the liquid, thereby eliminating

the need for sealing the end of the cell.

Operational Procedure

Afl stated earlier, it was decided shortly after the experi-

ment was begun that a window to contain the dielectric would be

most desirable.

In deciding on the general design for the window, there were

two choices available: either a window of an extremely low- loss

material which could be made a half wavelength thick, or a window

that could be made very thin. The choice of the thick window

would require a very low- loss material but mechanical stability

would not be a problem. Some work has been done in this area
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with a teflon window cut to exactly one-half wavelength thick-

ness (9). The thin window Idea has the advantage of much lest

rigid requirements for the loss of the material but when mater-

ials are made so thin, the mechanical stability becomes a problem.

For this experiment several window materials were consid-

ered. Some of these were cellophane, thin plastic film, poly-

•thelene, and mica. The first two were quickly discarded. The

most desirable form of polyethelene was a very thin tape. This

was tried and foxmd to stretch completely out of shape when In

contact with a ben«ene solution, so if a polyethelene window were

to be used it would have to be on the order of a millimeter thick

to have any rigidity at all. By contrast, a sheet of mica could

be split to a very small thickness and still be rigid enough to

contain the liquid in a flat plane but mica is a very lossy

material.

The nodal shift method was used to measure the residual

VSWB due to the introduction of each of these materials between

the flanges of the wave guide Junction. The evaluation of these

two window materials consisted of comparing the residual VSWR of

the open wave guide Junction to their residual VSWR's. The re-

sulting graphs are shown by Plate III. The residual VSWR of the

open J\mction and that of the mica window can be seen to be ap-

proximately equal, while that for the polyethelene window is con-

siderably larger. The actual calculated values for the residual

VSWP from the three curves are:

1. Open Junction VSV/R =s 1.030 + .008

2. Mica window VSWR = 1.024 ± .008
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3. Polyethelene window VSWR = 1.195 ± .008.

Prom these flgtirea It can be seen that within the range of

experimental error, the mice window introduced negligible re-

flection but the polyethelene very definitely produced spurious

reflections. On the basis of these findings the remainder of

the experiment was carried out using a thin mica window to con-

tain the liquid.

Even though the mica was extremely thin (on the order of 15

microns), a measurement was taken to determine whether or not

the added thickness of the mice could be detected by the appar-

atus. This was done by placing a polished brass shorting plate

flat against the flange of the standing wave detector and find-

ing the minima positions in the slotted section. The same

maaaurement was taken with the piece of mica inserted between

the flange end the shorting plate. There was no shift in the

standing wave pattern, which would indicate that the added thick-

nass of the mica was negligible for this particular apparatus.

With the above information it was decided that there would be no

factor necessary to correct for the use of the thin mica window.

All measurements were taken with bensane solutions which are

excellent solvents for almost any material. The mica windows were

sealed to the wave guide flange by heating the flange, applying

en ether resin, and pressing the window onto the hot resin.

After several days this resin would be dissolved and the window

would have to be replaced. Along with the ether resin, a pres-

sure sensitive teflon adhesive was used from time to time. Al-

though this adhesive was also soluble in benzene. It was much
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•Mler to apply since It did not require heating the wave guide.

In addition to numerous window replecementa, it was necea-

aary to periodically diaaaaemble the dielectric cell, clean, and

polish it. The walla were ailver-plated and had to be kept

clean to prevent excessive wall loss.

All meaaurements were carried out with the particular di-

electric dissolved in bensene. One reason for the choice of

benzene was, of course, its extreme solvent action on a wide

range of materials. More Important, however, was the fact that

it is a non-polar compound and has extremely low loss factor.

In the formulation of the Debye theory, it waa assumed that the

individual permanent di poles experienced negligible interaction

with their neighboring dipolea. This asaumptioi is valid only

in a gas or a dilute solution of tiie dipolea in a non-polar sol-

vent. Essentially the dilute solutions produce the gaseous con-

dition with respect to the permanent dipoles.

It will be noticed that equation (46) requires the number

of dipoles per unit volume. This was calculated from the

expression
1

n js Nq • — • d
M

where Nq is Avagadro'a number, M is the molecular weight of the

solute, and d is the density, in grams of solute per iinit volume

of solution.

Preliminary to the actual experimental work on the sample,

the standing wave detector reqiiired a calibration check. The

scale on the carriage of the detector was supposedly calibrated

to read the distance from the probe to the face of the flange
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(which would be the distance fpon probe to dielectric inter-

face}. A quick check showed this to be an error. By measxa-ing

the wavelength in the guide, the exact location of the standing

wave pattern could be calculated for the short circuit placed

at the end of the standing wave detector. This is possible since

A mlnlsnm electric field will be located at the position of the

short and at Intervals of X^.'/'^ back along the slotted line.

The scale readings on the standing wave detector were found to

be .030 cm less than the actual distance from probe to Interface.

In subsequent data this coz^ection was made in all readings.

Beeauae the scale on the dielectric cell could only deter-

mine position relative to an arbitrary zero, it also required

calibration. This scale was constantly being assembled and dis-

assembled. Therefore this particular calibration was made pre-

liminary to each sample measurement. The scale was calibrated

by setting it at some arbitrary point and noting the shift In

the standing wave pattern from its position with the shorting

plate at the end of the slotted line. This shift in the pattern

was the actual distance from the window to the shorting plunger.

Comparison of this thickness with the scale reading gave a cor-

rection figure for any scale reading. This entire procedure

was carried out with the dielectric cell empty.

The cell was filled fi'om the rear with the front of the

cell slanting down. To eliminate air bubbles in the sample, the

entire cell and standing wave detector had to be turned verti-

cally momentarily after filling. It was quite apparent cm the

oscilloscope when air bubbles were present as a small tap on the
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cell would cause sizable variations in the amplitude of the out-

put signal, but the signal was quite steady when the cell was

filled beyond the plunger.

The first measurement to be made after the cell had been

filled with dielectric waa the determination of the wavelength

in the dielectric-filled wave guide, /^g'. This was done by coti-

necting a crystal detector to the reflected signal output of the

directional coupler and feeding this signal through the ampli-

fier to the oscilloscope. The output of the directional coupler

was essentially a measure of the absolute value of the reflec-

tion coefficient. By moving the plxmger, a point of minimum

reflection could be determined. The distance from that point

to the next point of mirximum reflecticai represented one-half of

a wavelength in the dielectric-filled guide. 3y noting the posi-

tions of successive minimum reflectioci points, a reliable value

of (Ag') could be determined. Knowing the value of the wave-

length, the appropriate thickness of the dielectric sample

r Xa^ Aa'i
either n or (2n 4- 1) may be flaced for the subsequent

L 2 4 J

measurements of Xq, and the Inverse standing wave ratio. Nor-

mally, approximately 30 successive positions were determined so

a> to get an average value for wavelength.

After the thickness of the sample had been set, the posi-

tion of the first measurable electric field minimum was deter-

mined with the traveling probe. Since the slot in the standing

wave detector did not extend over tiie fU 11 length of the detector,

it was impossible to measure directly the positlcKi of the first

minimum. The distance (xq) from the interface to the first
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minimum was extrapolated frcan the position of the first measiu*-

able minimum by the following relation:

^
nAg'

X -

2

where x is the distance from the (n + 1) minimum to the inter-

face and ?^i' is the air-filled guide wavelength. The value of

x is read directly from the slotted line (taking into account

the previously mentioned correction factor).

Because of the relative ease with which the amplifier could

be overdriven, it waa desirable that any measurements should be

made in the vicinity of the electric field xoinlma. It was neces-

sary to use an Indirect method of evaluating the inverse stand-

/i^nN ,

ing wave ratio
|

j. It can be shown*^ that this ratio may be
N^^max/

determined from the following relation.

.in U ^^
«mln \ 2

^ax
[2 - cos2 /S^ ^

j

The quantity (Z^x) is the distance between points on either side

of the minimxun where the output power is twice that of the mini-

^^Taln
mum power. Thus may be determined without any danger of

^ax

^Major, S. S, A Method for Measuring the Dielectric Con-
stant at Microwave Frequencies Using a Standing Wave Detector.
Unpublished K.S. Thesis, Kansas State College, Manhattan, Kansas,
1952, page 12.
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overdriving the amplifier. This method also minimizes the dis-

tortion of the standing wave pattern resulting from the inser-

tion of the probe into the wave gtilde.

At the frequencies used in ^is experiment, which were ap-

proximately 4.5 cm, there ware usually four distinct, measurable

minimum positions in the standing wave detector. Therefore the

above procedure was carried out at each of the four minimvun posl-

tions giving four values for Xq and . A typical set of

values for Xq and Ax is:
'•max

*0 ^^
2.216 cm .064 cm

2.216 .066

2.219 ,065

2.215 .066

DISCUSSION OP RESULTS

In Table 1 it will be noticed that for each measiirement re-

corded the corresponding sample thickness is indicated. This

is done because, as shown by the theory, the method of calcula-

tion depends upon the choice of the dielectric thickness. For

a thickness of (2n + 1) X2V4 equation (38) is used, and for

thicknesses of nT^g'/S equation (33) is used to calculate CC2'

The densities recorded are obtained by dividing the mass

of the material by the total volume of ttie solution.

A preliminary set of data was taken for pure benzene. As

mentioned before, benzene is a non-polar compovind, and thus
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Table 1. Results of Bteaaureioenta on various liquids.

Material : Denaitj
gm

r a II

CO

:

: k'
* *

«

• k" :
•

tan 5 :£)ebye"
•

•
•

Benzene .8790 2.285 .0202 .0087 V4

Benzene .8790 2.285 .0082 .0036 2

Dlotethylamlno
asobenzene .49 X 10-4 2.285 .0208 .0091 1/4

n 2.38 X 10-4 2.281 .0033 .0014 9/4

4.64 X 10-4 2.285 .0040 .0018 9/4

4.64 X 10-4 2.285 .0092 .0039 8

91.0 X 10-4 2.301 .015 .0065 3.05 2

91.0 X 10-4 2.297 .017 . 0074 3. 00 2

91.0 X 10-4 2.297 .010 .0044 3.00 9/4

99.0 X 10-4 2.301 .0154 .0067 3.06 2

182 X 10-4 2.311 .025 .0108 2.38 2

nitrobenzene 101 X 10-4 2.413 .0874 .0362 4.25 2

« 118 X 10-4 2.440 .1035 .0424 4.38 3/2

Acetone 117 X 10-4 2.481 .0420 . 0169 3. 04 8

P-Aminoazo
benzene 125 X 10-4 2.306 .0166 .0072 2.64 8

ti 235 X 10-4 2.334 .0249 .0107 2.40 2

*1 Debye « IQ-IQ e.s.u. charges X cm.

ahould have a value (of zero for its dipole moment. By equation

(46), It can been seen that a non-polar substance should have zero

value for k" jsnd k' » kg^ s! n2. In other words, benzene should

be completely loasle 3S. Prom the data it can be seen that ben-

zene exhibits a finite loss although it is very small. The
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major part of this loss is probably due to ohmlc dlsslpatlai In

the benz«n«. The value for the real dielectric constant agreed

very well with that recorded in the literature (from 2.275 to

2,285) » The loss tangent has been measured by other observers

as less than .007, iriiich is somevAiat lower than the results in

line 1.

The data for line 1 was taken for a one-quarter wavelength

sample which makes the thickness approximately .6 cm. When the

thickness was Inoreased (line 2), the calculated loss decreased,

which would indicate that measurements for the thin sample were

beyond the sensitivity of the apparatus.

One of the materials investigated was dimethylaminoasoben-

zene. Its dielectric properties have been measured before (8)

but only in the low-frequency regicm. Measurements were taken

on solutions of vaj^ying densities, beginning with extremely di-

lute samples. From the table it will be noticed that the real

part of the dielectric constant did not change from that for pure

benzene until the density was increased to .0091 gm per cc. For

these solutions in which k' did not change, it would have been

meaningless to calculate the dipole moment. However, some in-

consistencies may be seen by comparing the values of k" for

these solutions.

The first two samples were measured with a sample thickness

of one-quarter wavelength. Due to the low loss of these samples,

as with pure benzene, the accuracy of the results was severely

limited by the sensitivity of the apparatus. In an effort to

correct this, the sample length was increased to nine one-quarter
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wavelengths. The results show these samples to give a touch

lower value for k". Although there is nothing published with

which to compare these values, the results with the longer

sample should give a more reliable property of the dielectric.

For the sake of comparison, the same sample was measured by

each of the two methods presented in the theory section (see

lines 5 and 6 in Table 1). It can be seen from the table that

there was an appreciable difference In the values obtained from

the two methods. When the sample thickness is set at scnne odd

multiple of a quarter wavelength, the value of Xq is such that

the term tan //j^Xq, is dominant in the calculation of k". This

means that the value of the standing wave ratio is rather un-

important in the calculation. However, the calculation for a

sample whose thickness is some multiple of a half wavelength ex-

hibits approximately equal sensitivity to both the standing wave

ratio and the value of Xq. Another difference in the two methods

is that in the first method, the mica window and wave guide Junc-

tion are in the vicinity of an electric field maximum, trtiereas

in the second method they are in the vicinity of an electric

field minimum. It was decided that most of the subsequent meaa-

ureaents would be made by setting the sample thickness at scmie

multiple of a half wavelength.

Not until the density of the solute was increased to

91 X lO"* gm per cc^ did the real part of the dielectric constant

show an appreciable change in value. This indicated that the

^This corresponds to 2.436 x 10^® polar molecules per cubic
centimeter of the solution.
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dlpoles were beginning to have some effect and that it might be

feasible to calculate the dlpole moraent. The value given by

Campbell (8) for the dlpole aoraait wai 3.22 Debye. In the liter-

ature giving the calculated values of dlpole manents, there ie

often a range of .2 or .3 Debye over which these values have

varied. This would Indicate that 3.00 Debye would not be an

unreasonable value for the dlpole moment.

The most prominent discrepancy of the entire experiment

arose when the density of the sample was increased to 182 x 10*4

gm per cc. The values of the real and imaginary parts of the

dielectric constant increased over the previous sample which is

consistent with what one would expect, but the calculated value

of the dipole moment dropped drastically from the other values.

There are three logical places where an error of this else

might be introduced: in the value of k', in the value of the

index of refraction N, and in the ntimber of dlpoles per unit

volume n. Because of the very good consistency displayed by all

values k', there is no reason to doubt the validity of this par-

ticular value. The index of refraction of the solution was

measxired on an Abbe refractometer which is accxirate to four deci-

mal places. The most likely place for this error, then, is in

the number of dipoles per unit voliome, but no error has as yet

been found in that calculation. The substances were carefully

weighed on an analytic balance so it should be correct. As one

might conclude from the previous statements, this deviation can-

not yet be explained.

Because of this unexplained varlaticxi from the expected
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results, two other materials were measured. £aoh of these ma-

terials has been measured previously and tiie results have been

published (2). The range of values given for the dipole moment

of nitrobenzene is from 3.90 to 4.3 Debye, and for acetone from

2*6 to 2*78 Debye. The densities for the acetcxie and nitroben-

zene samples, in lines 13 and 14, were calculated cm the basis

of volume measiorement instead of mass measurements which intro-

duced some inacciiracy in the determination of n for these two

samples. The samples should have been weighed on an eccvirate

balance since the value of n is quite critical. The density in

line 12 was calculated from mess neasurements but showed no out-

standing variation. The values of k* and k" for both samples

did agree quite well with the published values for this approxi-

mate concentration. The calculations for acetone and nitroben-

sene did show that the experiment was at least approaching cor-

rect operation.

Many more measurements and calculations are advisable and

necessary to establish the complete reliability of the experi-

mental procedure. fiSeastirements for various densities of acetone

and nitrobenzene would be desirable. Also a measurement an a

different sample of dimethylamino azobenzene which has a density

of approximately 182 x 10""* would be desirable.

There is one other possible explanation of the deviation

exhibited by line 10. If the ccKicentration has been increased

so much that the assumption of no dipole interdependence is no

longer valid, then the value of the dipole moment would be ex-

pected to go down. Considering only the number of molecules per
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unit volume, the solution Is well within the range of published

results. However, the dimethylamlnoazobenzene molecules are

quite heavy and complex, which might possibly increase the

molecular interaction-

Within the knowledge of the author, dipole moment values

have not been published for P-aminoazobenzene. From lines 15

and 16 of Table 1, it can be seen that the more concentrated

solutlcai srave a lower dipole moment* This decrease might again

be the result of increasing dipole interaction of the saaqple*

These measurements would indicate that it might be advis-

able to carry out this experiment for Increasingly dense samples.

If there were a consistent decrease of dipole moment with increas-

ing density, one might gain Insight as to ways to account for

the dipole interaction.

A theoretical discrepancy which arose dtirlng the course of

the experiment was found in the calculation of c^Cg. For a sample

length of (2n + 1) Xg'/^f two equations, (38) and (38a), re-

sulted from the solution of equation (29). Each of the two

equations should have given equally valid results. It was found,

however, that equation (38a) gave acceptable results, while equa-

tion (38) gave an imaginary value for oCg* ^*<> explanation for

this has been resolved as yet.

The methods presented in this paper are an attempt to solve

the equations for the complex dielectric constant with as few

assumptions as possible. The direct measurement of /^g ^^^ ^^^

choice of the dielectric sample thickness make the solution of
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the problem somewhat more straight-forward. These addlticmal

experimental measurementa only minimize the assumptlcais and are

not used with the idea of attempting to simplify the calcula-

tions*
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The real and Imaglnery parts of the complex dielectric con-

Btant may be determined by measuring the propagation factor of

microwaves through the dielectric. This propagation constant is

maasured using liquid dielectric in rectangular wave guide ter-

minated by a metallic short. To facilitate the solution of the

problem, the terminating short was in the form of a movable

plunger which made possible the direct measurement of the radia-

tion wavelength in the dielectric sample. The thickness of the

•ample can then be made a suitable function of the wavelength.

Two possible solutions to the problem are presented, one cor-

responding to a sample thickness of a multiple of a half wave-

length and the other to an odd multiple of a quarter wavelength.

Both of these solutions are restricted to low-lo«s samples.

The value of the complex dielectric constant is used in the

complex Debye equation to determine the permanent dlpole moment

of a polar dielectric.

The dielectric solution was contained in the wave guide by

neans of a thin sheet of mica. The effect of the mica was

evaluated by measuring the residual standing wave ratio.

The general experimental procedure utilized a frequency-

modulated klystron operating in x-band. The wavelength was

measured by using the movable short in conjunction with a direc-

tional coupler, and a standing wave detector was used to measure

the reflection from the dielectric interface.

Measurements were conducted with samples of benxene, nitro-

benzene, acetone, dimethylaminoazobenzene, and P-aminoazoben-

lene, with the last four being dilute solutions in benzene.
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Samples of various concentrations of the solutions were meas-

ured.

Although the values for the dielectric constants were re-

liable, the dipole moment seeoied to be extremely sensitive to

concentration.


